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ABSTRACT
We show in this paper that there exists a metastable arrangement of products
in the reaction ah111i ! ah110i ‡ ah001i in B2 NiAl. Atomistic calculations show
that the metastable state can be formed spontaneously by a local shu‚ e or climb
decomposition. Once formed, the `piggyback’ con® guration can glide as a unit,
with a restoring force helping to keep it intact. However, if the product lines
become separated locally beyond a critical distance, the result is a
Ê ) collapse, large
decomposition loop. Small dislocation loops (less than 100 A
Ê ) evolve into dislocation dipoles, and medium loops
loops (greater than 3000 A
can fail to evolve further. These results are consistent with detailed observations
of the microstructure. The implications for this metastable state for the
mechanical properties are examined.

} 1. INTRODUCTION
Ordered intermetallic alloys can exhibit peculiar deformation behaviour, such as
the anomalous temperature dependence of the yield stress. This behaviour has been
naturally linked to the intriguing complexities of the slip modes.
As described in detail in the accompanying paper (Srinivasan et al. 2000), the B2type intermetallic NiAl exhibits a plateau in the yield stress versus temperature when
deformed uniaxially along a cube axis, the so-called `hard orientation’ (Srinivasan et
al. 1996). The yield stress drops abruptly above a transition (or `knee’) temperature
T k , of the order of 600± 800 K. Below T k , deformation occurs on the ah111i{110} slip
Ê , the lattice constant of stoichiometric NiAl. Several experisystem, where a ˆ 2:88 A
ments have correlated the `knee’ with a transition from ah111i to non-ah111i slip
(Kim 1990, Field et al. 1991, Kim and Gibala 1991, Srinivasan et al. 1996).
The decomposition reaction ah111i ! ah110i ‡ ah001i is predicted to occur for
NiAl by elasticity theory (Yoo et al. 1990, Fu and Yoo 1992). For a broad range of
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character encompassing edge orientation, the reaction is energetically favourable and
can occur by simple glide on the parent {110} glide plane.
While the elasticity results explain the eventual decomposition of ah111i
dislocations, the mystery remains as to why the decomposition is postponed to a
temperature of around 800 K in Ni± 44 at.% Al. Energetically, the decomposition
would be expected at low temperatures; one would not expect long line lengths of
ah111i dislocations near edge character. However, the microstructural observations
detailed in the accompanying paper (Srinivasan et al. 2000) clearly reveal ah111i
dislocations up to T k , including those with near-edge character. In addition, a
sequence of events has been postulated whereby the ah111i dislocation decomposes
into ah110i ‡ ah001i at intermediate temperatures (near 800 K). The decomposition
is observed to begin along a small piece of the line. Contrary to what one might
expect based on energetics, the decomposition does not proceed by extending itself
along the line, thereby unzipping the remaining ah111i. Rather, the length of decomposed segment remains fairly constant, and the ah001i child is extended inde® nitely
in the form of a dipole. Again, the resistance of the ah111i to decomposition, even
after the decomposition has been nucleated, seems surprising.
Further experimental work (Srinivasan et al. 2000) has revealed the details of the
decomposition as well as a signi® cant stoichiometry dependence. Ni-rich material
(Ni± 44 at.% Al) shows a transition at 800 K. At 750 K for low strains, the near-edge
ah111i dislocations show cusps which appear to be of lower mobility. Repeating the
experiment 50 K higher shows that the cusps have developed into the decomposition
dipoles (see ® gure 5 of Srinivasan et al. (2000)). Finally, deformation at 800 K reveals
that the decomposition has run to completion; only ah111i and ah001i dislocations
are observed. In addition, many of the ah001i dislocations are arrayed in dipoles.
This paper will oŒer an explanation of these observations. We shall show, based
on both atomistic and continuum calculations, that a metastable structure for the
ah111i can form spontaneously. This metastable state is mobile on the {110} plane
and resists decomposition up to high temperatures. We shall analyse the possible
pathways for decomposition of this metastable structure and show that the path is
entirely consistent with the ah001i dipoles seen in the experiments.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we shall
discuss the theoretical considerations which provide evidence for the existence of a
metastable state, mobile on the {110} glide plane. In } 3, we shall analyse the pathways for decomposition from the metastable state and compare with experimental
results. We shall then discuss the implications of these ® ndings and summarize in the
conclusions.
} 2. A NEW METASTABLE STATE FOR THE a‰111Š DISLOCATION
Let us consider a dislocation loop with Burgers vector a‰111Š on the (1·
10) plane.
As noted by Yoo et al. (1990) and Fu and Yoo (1992), the anisotropic elastic energy
is reduced if the near-edge portions decompose: a‰111Š ! a‰110Š ‡ a‰001Š. For the
near-screw line direction, the decomposition is energetically uphill. The line directions dividing the near-edge behaviour from near-screw behaviour are [110] and
[001], for which the reaction is energetically neutral, according to elasticity theory.
These considerations led Yoo et al. to expect a glide decomposition of the edge-like
portions of an a‰111Š loop. Such decomposition would be expected to occur spontaneously at any temperature.
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It is also possible, as noted by Yoo et al. that the a‰111Š could dissociate:
a‰111Š ! …a=2†‰111Š ‡ …a=2†‰111Š. Such dissociation has not been seen experimentally for NiAl for any character, presumably because the antiphase boundary energy
for this highly ordered alloy is too high to allow for a signi® cant dissociation.
The picture described by Yoo et al. is not borne out completely in experiment.
Rather, near-edge a‰111Š dislocations are observed (in Ni± 44 at.% Al) quite prevalently up to 750 K. It is di cult to reconcile these two apparently contradictory facts,
because it is di cult to impugn either.
As though to add to the complexity, the a‰111Š is observed to decompose, but
only when the temperature exceeds 750 K. In that case, the decomposition is
observed to occur by the nucleation of a locally decomposed portion. For temperatures just at the knee and for small strains, the decomposition is observed only by the
cusp-like appearanc e of a‰111Š dislocations; the cusps are presumably short decomposed segments. For higher temperatures, the decomposed portions are clearly
resolved in the form of a decomposition half-loop, with a‰110Š and a‰001Š legs.
When pushed to higher strains, the decomposition appears to proceed to completion,
leaving a‰110Š and a‰001Š products. Many of the a‰001Š products are arranged in
dipoles. Interestingly, the line direction observed for the decomposed portions is
‰11·
1Š, which is of mixed character.
Clearly the observations are not totally consistent with the elasticity results of
Yoo et al. The decomposition, which should occur spontaneously at any temperature, is instead observed to be delayed to high temperatures. Instead of occurring
there in a straightforward way, the decomposition proceeds via a nucleation event
which evolves in a unique fashion.
In the remainder of this section we present the theoretical evidence for the
existence of a metastable con® guration for the ah111i which is part of the way
towards decomposition. This metastable state has not been appreciated in previous
atomistic or continuum calculations. We consider in the following sections the driving forces and mechanism by which a metastable state for the ah111i can be produced. First, in } 2.1 we show that the energetics of the elastic medium favour the
creation of the metastable state. In the subsequent } 2.2, we show that the atomistics
of the core region allow it to occur. Finally, in } 3, we shall study the process by
which this metastable state decomposes.
In subsequent sections, we shall establish the possibility that the decomposition
could occur perpendicular to the glide plane; that is, suppose that short-range climb
occurs to separate the products on to neighbouring parallel (1·
10) glide planes. The
resulting con® guration is illustrated in ® gure 1. The glide plane of the a‰001Š dislocation is one or two planes above (or below) that of the a‰110Š.
Clearly, signi® cant climb is not possible in the absence of diŒusion but, in this
case, to separate the products by one or two planes would require only a local
reshu‚ e that might occur spontaneously. Such a con® guration is metastable (at
best) with respect to complete decomposition.
2.1. Elastic continuum considerations
There are two contributions to the elastic strain energy which drive the formation
of the metastable state. First, the same elastic forces which favour glide decomposition also act in the climb direction, pushing against the products in the direction
perpendicular to the glide plane. Second, the external uniaxial compression (or
tension) along a cube axis forces the products apart (that is the external climb forces
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· line direcFigure 1. The idealized metastable state of the a‰111Š dislocation along the ‰11 1Š
tion. The decomposition a‰111Š ! a‰110Š ‡ a‰001Š has occurred perpendicular to the
glide plane, separating the products by a distance h in the climb direction.

are unequal). If a short-ranged reshu‚ ing can occur, then the elastic energy should
be lowered.
The products a‰110Š and a‰001Š exert a radial force on each other which depends
on the character. Consider two parallel, straight dislocations with b1 ˆ a‰110Š and
10† plane. The resulting expressions are simplest if we de® ne the
b 2 ˆ a‰001Š, in the …1·
line direction by ¹^ ˆ …cos ³†‰110Š=21=2 ‡ …sin ³†‰001Š. (Keep in mind that, with this
de® nition, the screw orientation occurs at ³ ˆ 35:26 8.) Isotropic theory (Hirth and
Lothe 1982) shows that the radial component of the force (per unit length) between
them is

fr ˆ ¡

·¸b1 b2
sin …2³†;
4p…1 ¡ ¸†R

…1†

where · and ¸ are the (Voigt-averaged) isotropic shear modulus and Poisson’s ratio
respectively. This is repulsive over one half of the possible line directions (edge like),
and attractive for the other half (screw like). In isotropic theory, the radial force is
independent of the relative orientation of the products and so can act to push the
products either along the glide plane or perpendicular to the glide plane. In ® gure 2,
we show the radial force (for climb decomposition) calculated with anisotropic
theory (Hirth and Lothe 1982), showing the same qualitative behaviour as for isotropic theory. Thus, edge-like character has an intrinsic force which tends to push the
products apart.
As an additional aid to separation, the external stress state in the `hard orientation’ gives rise to unequal climb forces. For the (1·
10) slip plane, the climb force
(Hirth and Lothe 1982) on b1 ˆ a‰110Š is b1 j sin ³j…¼xx ‡ ¼yy †=2, and the climb force
on b2 ˆ a‰001Š is b2 j cos ³j¼zz . Note that the hard-oriented stress here refers to stress
along the [100] or [010] axes, since only these two axes oŒer a resolved shear stress on
the a‰111Š…1·
10† system.
These two driving forces can both contribute to a separation of the products in
the climb direction. In the next section we examine the results of atomic-scale calculations to see whether the system can take advantage of these driving forces.
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Figure 2. The radial force between b1 ˆ a‰110Š and b2 ˆ a‰001Š for various line directions in
the …1·10† plane. The angle ³ is de® ned relative to the [110] direction (see text before
equation (1)). The results are plotted for anisotropic and (Voigt-averaged) isotropic
elastic media. The products are oriented perpendicular to the glide plane (see ® gure 1)
Ê . The analytical form for the isotropic case is given by
and are separated by 4 A
equation (1) in the text.

2.2. Atomistics
Given the tendency of the products to climb apart, it remains to be seen whether
a local reshu‚ ing can be accomplished to reduce the energy. Such a question is best
answered by detailed atomistic calculations. Interestingly, very few such calculations
have been done for the a‰111Š dislocation with near-edge character (Rao et al. 1991,
Schroll et al. 1998a,b). None has been done for the ‰11 ·
1Š line direction which is
suggested by the observations.
We therefore carried out calculations of the a‰111Š…1·
10† dislocation along ‰11·
1Š.
In ® gure 3 we show the initial con® guration. The calculations were performed using
the embedded-atom method (EAM). For comparison purposes, we performed parallel calculations using two separate potentials: ® rstly, that of Rao et al. (1991) and,
secondly, that of Ludwig and Gumbsch (1995). The calculation was done on a
cylinder of material, periodic along the axis of the cylinder, with atoms along the
surface of the cylinder ® xed at their initial positions and the remainder free to move
to minimize the energy. The initial positions were determined by displacing the
atoms of a perfect lattice according to the displacement ® eld solution for dislocations
in linear anisotropic elasticity theory. The singularity and cut of the solutions were
carefully placed between atomic positions and planes.
In doing the optimization, we found evidence of many minima. The minimum
that was found by the optimization was sensitive to the optimization procedure and
to the details of the initial condition. To ® nd the lowest-energy state, we explored a
variety of optimization techniques (conjugate gradients, damped molecular
dynamics, and molecular dynamics at temperature followed by a quench) and initial
conditions (slight variations in the placement of the centre of the dislocation). In the
end, we found that there is indeed one clearly de® ned lowest-energy con® guration.
This lowest-energy state was most easily obtained by a simple annealing procedure,
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Figure 3. The starting atomistic positions for the a‰111Š…1·10† dislocation with the ‰11·1Š line
direction. The viewing axis is along the line direction, with the horizontal direction
taken along the glide direction.

where one starts with the ideal geometry of ® gure 3, performs a molecular
dynamics calculation at 600 K for 50 ps and then does a conjugate gradient minimization.
In ® gure 4, we show the resulting relaxed con® guration, together with the displacements relative to the initial structure. In ® gure 4 (b) the in-plane displacements
are shown relative to the starting position. Clearly the local reshu‚ ing has resulted
in a climb-decomposed con® guration. The a‰001Š product has separated from the
Ê . The screw displacements
a‰110Š along the ‰1·
10Š direction by approximatel y 6 A
associated with the relaxed con® guration are shown in ® gure 4 (c), which is a cut
normal to the [112] glide direction. The screw displacements are consistent with the
proposed climb-decomposed con® guration. Because this was a short molecular
dynamics run, no long-range diŒusion can occur. Rather, the local reshu‚ ing has
accomplished the climb without diŒusion.
} 3. D ECOMP OSITION OF THE METASTABLE STATE
The metastable structure illustrated in ® gure 1 consists of two perfect dislocations gliding on parallel glide planes, separated by a climb distance h of the order of
two interplanar spacings. We shall show in this section that this structure is indeed
metastable (not simply unstable), and we shall trace out the path by which it will
decompose.
Consider, as in ® gure 5, that the products have become slightly separated by a
distance h along the climb direction. (Remember, by our previous investigation, we
are restricting our considerations to near-edge orientations; see equation (1).) The
work required to separate the products a distance L along the glide direction, as
illustrated in ® gure 5, is
"
Á
!
#
…h2 ‡ L 2 †1=2
L2
·a2
¡ 2
sin …2³†:
…2†
" ˆ 3=2
¸ ln
h
h ‡L2
2 p…1 ¡ ¸†
(Recall that ³ is the angle the line direction makes with the [110] direction.) The
energy of this glide separation is plotted in ® gure 6 (a) as a function of L for the ‰11·
1Š
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 4. (a) The relaxed atomistic positions obtained from the initial condition shown in
® gure 3. (b) The same, showing the in-plane displacements relative to the starting
position. (c) The same again, but with the viewing axis now from the glide direction.
The line direction is now horizontal. This view shows the screw components.
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Figure 5. The metastable state after glide separation of its components. The products are
separated by a distance h along the climb direction and L along the glide direction.
Compare with ® gure 1.

line direction. For L less than a distance of about 2h, the elastic medium exerts a
restoring force which tends to realign the products along the vertical. However,
beyond a certain distance, the energy starts to decrease and the decomposition
proceeds unbounded, consistent with the positive radial force in equation (1). This
behaviour is summarized in ® gure 6 (b) where the line L º 2h separates regions in the
h-L plane where it is energetically favourabl e for products to revert to a purely
climb-decomposed con® guration or one that includes both climb and glide separations.
The metastable minimum occurs for a whole range of edge-like line directions. In
fact, there is a metastable minimum in the interaction energy precisely along those
line directions for which there is a repulsive radial force (see equation (1)). For screwlike orientations, by contrast, the radial force component resists any decomposition
whatsoever.
The energy barrier (per unit length) occurs at L b ˆ h…2=¸ ¡ 1†1=2 and is of height
"b ˆ

h
±¸ ²i
·a2
¡2
‡
¡
ln
sin …2³†:
¸
¸
2
4 £ 21=2 p…1 ¡ ¸†

…3†

It is interesting to note that L b is independent of ³ and "b is independent of h!
The energetics as calculated from anisotropic elasticity theory are also plotted in
® gure 6 (a), showing that the qualitative form is obtained by isotropic theory,
although the energy barrier calculated by isotropic theory is a factor of nearly two
too high.
Clearly, however, the decomposition cannot proceed directly by the separation of
two straight product dislocations; the energy for that would be proportional to their
length. Rather, a much lower energy is required to push only a portion of the
dislocation over the barrier, forming a section of the dislocation where the decomposition has occurred only locally.
To conduct a more precise analysis, we consider the idealized con® guration
illustrated in ® gure 7, where the geometry has been simpli® ed to rectilinear segments.
In this ideal geometry, there is a parameter L describing the excursion distance of a
segment of length W . This is amenable to a straightforward application of isotropic
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(a)

(b)
Figure 6. (a) The interaction energy (equation (2)) of the components shown in ® gure 5
Ê . (b) Schematic diagram showing the range of stability of the
versus L for h ˆ 4 A
climb-decomposed and climb-and-glide-decomposed a‰111Š dislocation. For products
climb decomposed by an amount h, further decomposition in the glide plane is energetically favourable in the shaded region, while the purely climb-decomposed con® guration is favoured in the region that is not shaded. The maximum in the energy
barrier is given by the equation L º 2h, where L is the separation along the [112]
edge line direction, and h is the separation along the ‰1·10Š direction normal to the …1·10†
glide plane. The arrows near the a‰001Š dislocation in each case show the direction of
the interaction force between the a‰110Š and a‰001Š dislocations.
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Figure 7.

Idealized con® guration leading from the metastable state to decomposition.

elasticity theory. The energy of this con® guration can be obtained directly (Hirth and
Lothe 1982) as

E…W ; L † ˆ Eint ‡ Eself ;
"
Á
!#
a2 ·W
2L 2
h2
Eint ˆ
‡ ¸ ln 2
;
6…1 ¡ ¸†p h2 ‡ L 2
h ‡L2
µ ³ ´
³ ´¶
a2 ·L …3 ¡ 2¸†
L
W
Eself ˆ
ln
‡g
;
6…1 ¡ ¸†p
r0
L
Á
!
1 ‡ …1 ‡ r2 †1=2
2 1=2
g…r† ˆ ¡r ‡ …1 ‡ r † ¡ ln
r
"
Á
!#
3¡¸
2r
2 1=2
‡
¡1 ¡ r ‡ …1 ‡ r † ‡ r ln
;
3 ¡ 2¸
r ‡ …1 ‡ r2 †1=2

…4†

where r ² W =L , and r0 is the inner cut-oŒdistance.
The energy E…W ; L † has the asymptotic limits that we would expect. For large
W , we recover interaction of straight dislocations expressed (for general line direction) in equation (2). For large L , we ® nd the energy to be that of an a‰001Š dipole
separated by a distance W , which is attractive and goes like ln W .
We now consider the evolution of the decomposition by evaluating the forces
acting on the segments illustrated in ® gure 7. These forces are related to the derivatives of the energy in equation (4) with respect to the state parameters W and L . We
assume that a segment experiencing a net force will not move if that force is below
the Peierls force and moves with the speed of sound in the direction of the force if the
magnitude of the net force exceeds the Peierls force. This picture is greatly simpli® ed,
but it at least accounts for the major characteristics we expect.
The equations of motion determining the evolution of the parameters W and L
are thus
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dW
a‰001Š
ˆ 2cY…j f W j ¡ f P
† sgn … f W †;
dt
dL
a‰110Š
a‰001Š
ˆ cY…j f ext j ¡ f P
† sgn … f ext † ‡ cY…j f L j ¡ f P
† sgn … f L †;
dt

…5†

where c is the sound velocity, Y is the unit step function,
1 dE…W ; L †
;
L
dW
1 dE…W ; L †
fL ˆ ¡
;
W
dL

fW ˆ ¡

…6†

f ext ˆ ¼a ba‰110Š ;

a‰001Š

fP

a‰110Š

fP

a‰001Š a‰001Š

ˆ ¼P

b

ˆ ¼P

b

a‰110Š a‰110Š

;
;
a‰001Š

is the
¼a is the applied `hard-oriented’ stress acting along the [010] direction, ¼P
a‰110Š
Peierls frictional stress on the a‰001Š dislocation, and ¼P
is the Peierls frictional
stress on the a‰110Š, both in the …1·10† plane and along the ‰11·
1Š direction.
From the experimental results (Srinivasan et al. 1998) on Ni-rich material (Ni±
44 at.% Al), the resolved shear stress, at the temperature for which the decomposition is ® rst observed, is reported to be ¼a ˆ 0:75 GPa. The force is applied only to the
a‰110Š segments, leaving no force on the a‰001Š segments as would be the case for
uniaxial deformation along the cube axis (hard orientation). The Peierls stresses are
a‰110Š
a‰001Š
a‰100Š
estimated to be ¼P
ˆ 0:46 GPa and ¼P
ˆ 0:26 GPa. The estimate for ¼P
is in
agreement with EAM calculations of Schroll et al. (1998a,b). Schroll et al. also
calculated the Peierls barriers for a‰110Š, but not for the ‰11·
1Š direction.
The physics embodied in the equations of motion is quite simple. The force on
each segment is compared with the frictional force; if the magnitude of the force
exceeds the frictional force, it moves in the direction of the force.
For W , the situation is quite simple and is illustrated in ® gure 8. The dipole
separation W will decrease if the force f W on the segments is attractive and overcomes the Peierls force for a‰001Š (region 1 in the ® gure). Similarly, the dipole
separation W will increase if f W is repulsive and overcomes the Peierls force for
a‰001Š (does not occur in the ® gure). If the magnitude of f W is less than the Peierls
force, then W is constant (region 2 in the ® gure).
For L , the consideration is slightly more subtle. L is the parameter which characterizes the degree of decomposition and is the separation between the a‰110Š and
the a‰001Š (see ® gure 7). The force on the a‰110Š is the external force, because the
a‰110Š is constrained in our idealized geometry to be aligned with the in® nite a‰111Š
parent which is driven by the external force. This external force is assumed to be
greater than the frictional force; so the a‰110Š is assumed always to be in motion. By
contrast, there is no direct external force on the a‰001Š segment parallel to the a‰110Š;
the force on this segment is simply that which derives from its interaction with other
segments (that is from equation (4)), which is f L . If that force f L is weaker than the
frictional force, then the a‰001Š does not move; the a‰110Š moves, leaving the a‰001Š
behind; so L increases (region 2 in ® gure 9). If f L is repulsive and greater than the
frictional force, L grows rapidly (region 3 in ® gure 9). If f L is attractive and greater
than the frictional force, L remains constant (region 1 in ® gure 9). In this last case,
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Figure 8. Contours of constant fW , showing diŒerent regions of behaviour: region 1,
a‰001Š
a‰001Š
a‰001Š
fW < ¡ fP
, W decreases; region 2, ¡ fP
< fW < ‡ fP
, W is constant; region
a‰001Š
3, fW > ‡ fP
, W increases (does not occur in this plot).

the a‰110Š moves and drags the a‰001Š behind it. For no range of parameters in our
idealized model is it possible to decrease L .
To illustrate the evolution of the system loop, we consider its motion in the W -L
plane. A point {W ; L } in this plane represents a loop with the given shape parameters. From this point, the system will move, via equation (5), towards some
neighbouring point. Its velocity vector {W_ ; L_ } describes the instantaneous direction
of the evolution of the system. Because the velocities are functions of the

Figure 9. Contours of constant fL , showing diŒerent regions of behaviour; region 1,
a‰001Š
a‰001Š
a‰001Š
fL < ¡ fP
, L constant; region 2, ¡ fP
< fL < ‡ fP
; L grows; region 3,
a‰001Š
fL > ‡ fP
, L increases rapidly.
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_ Lg
_ in the W -L plane which describe the evolution of any
Figure 10. Velocity vectors fW;
con® guration of the type shown in ® gure 7. At any point in the plane, the vector shows
the direction in which the system will evolve.

instantaneous position, each point in the {W ; L } plane has a determined direction for
evolution. Figure 10 illustrates the resulting velocity vectors in the W -L plane. The
velocity vectors represent tangents to trajectories in the W -L plane.
If we consider that an incipient loop starts with small L , then relevant trajectories
will begin near the W axis in the W -L plane, as in ® gure 11. For small initial values
Ê ), as in trajectory 1, the loop collapses. For moderate
of W (less than about 100 A
Ê ), as in trajectory 2, the system may end up in a static
initial values of W (100± 1000 A
Ê and L º 100 A
Ê . For larger initial values of W
con® guration, with W º 300 A
Ê
(greater than 1000 A ), as in trajectory 3, the reaction is downhill, and L freely
increases until the a‰110Š dislocations have swept out of the material, leaving
extended a‰001Š dipoles. In this ® nal state, the dipoles are attractive, but the separation is su cient that the attraction cannot overcome the frictional stress.
These results are consistent with TEM observation s of microstructures following
deformation near the knee temperature. Just below the knee, many instances of
initial decomposition have been observed where the geometry resembles our idealized geometry (see ® gure 5 of Srinivasan et al. (2000)). These decompositions
`caught in the act’ may well correspond to structures near the `doldrums’, where
little change in structure is expected (trajectory 2). Just above the knee, many of the
observed ah001i dislocations are arranged in dipoles (as shown in ® gure 7 of
Srinivasan et al. (2000)). ah110i segments are also seen along with the complete
absence of ah111i dislocations, consistent with structures where L extends freely
(trajectory 3).
As can be seen in ® gure 10, ah001i dipoles can form with a distribution of widths
depending on the initial value of W . The dipoles seen in the experiments are found to
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Figure 11. Three sample trajectories based on the equations of motion, equations (5). The
Ê (arrows 1), 1000 A
Ê , (arrows 2) and
three trajectories start with small L and W ˆ 200 A
Ê (arrows 3).
4000 A

have a distribution of widths as well, the mean size being of the order of 0.06 mm
(Srinivasan et al. 2000), which is the lower limit for complete decomposition of
ah111i dislocations (the formation of extended dipoles) as determined by the present
calculations.
As an added consideration, we have investigated the dependence of the `doldrums’ in ® gure 10, that is the region where the loop would appear not to change
shape. The boundaries of this region are de® ned by the contours in ® gures 8 and 9.
For large L , the lower and upper edges of this region are denoted W c¡ and W c‡ in the
® gure. The equations for W c are transcendental, but it can be demonstrated analytically that to a very good approximation we have W c‡ =W c¡ º 6, independent of the
elastic constants and frictional stress (but dependent on the Burgers vectors of the
products). Thus, while the scale of ® gure 10 may change somewhat depending on our
guesses for the frictional stress, for example, the qualitative aspects of the ® gure are
unchanged, and our general conclusions remain.
} 4. D ISCUSSION
The main objective of the preceding sections is to suggest a reason why decomposition of the ah111i{110} dislocations does not occur spontaneously at low temperatures, in spite of the fact that decomposition is energetically favoured. This
decomposition can be stalled by the formation of a metastable state involving a
short-range climb decomposition which places the products into a `piggyback’ con® guration. This `piggyback’ structure is indeed lower in energy than the perfect
dislocation; but it is metastable with respect to complete decomposition. We ® nd
also a natural mechanism by which decomposition is nucleated and proceeds to the
formation of unusual deformation microstructure: partially formed decomposition
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loops, and long parallel ah001i dislocation dipoles. A simple elasticity analysis
explains quite naturally how the loops end up in those structures.
However, having answered those questions, we are still left with at least three
serious questions.
(1) The theory and observations seem to show that total and complete decomposition does not occur, in the sense that we see evidence here for a decomÊ ) of the
position which involves only a small portion (about 1000-10 000 A
ah111i line at one time. Is it possible to obtain total decomposition? This
seems especially relevant in that, for experiments above the knee temperature, no ah111i dislocations are present.
Note that, after the formation of the decomposition node as described
above, it is the hard-oriented stress (along the [010] direction, for the analysis
described in this paper) that imposes a glide force on the a‰110Š that is
possibly responsible, in part, for the complete decomposition of the a‰111Š
dislocation (Srinivasan et al. 2000). Also, note that, in the hard orientation,
there is no glide or climb force on the a‰001Š decomposition product.
One possibility here is that the nucleation of decomposition loops may be
increasing rapidly at the knee temperature. If this is true, neighbouring decomposition loops can link up; in fact, the energetics would favour such a coalescence. In this way, perhaps much more of the parent can be decomposed.
(2) There is in fact a saddle-point con® guration between the metastable state
and the decomposed structure. It is tempting to attribute the saddle-point
energy to an activation energy for a thermal excitation process. In that case,
does the activation energy correspond quantitatively to the knee temperature?
It apparently does not, for two reasons. First, the saddle-point energy
appears to be too high. Even given that our simple idealized geometry and
use of isotropic theory causes our estimate of the energetics to be systematically too high, the saddle-point energy is still too high to correlate with the
observed knee temperature. Second, the controlling factor appears to be the
mobility of the ah110i dislocations. This is borne out by pre-straining experiments (see ® gure 8 of Srinivasan et al. (2000)), which indicate that the
nucleation of the decomposition is not the rate-controlling factor. Instead,
it seems that the ability of the ah110i to pull away from the ah001i is critical
to the progression of the decomposition. This suggests that the mobility of
ah110i dislocations is strongly temperature dependent, and that it is this
temperature dependence which sets the knee temperature, and not the
nucleation of the decomposition loop.
(3) What is the role of stoichiometry? Apparently, changes in stoichiometry
have signi® cant effect both on the temperature of the transition and on
the microstructure observed near the transition. One possibility is that the
mechanism by which the piggyback structure is formed involves local climb,
and that may have some bearing. In addition, the prevalence of ah110i
dislocations is strongly dependent upon stoichiometry. Thus, by the arguments presented above, one would expect stoichiometric deviations to
increase the temperature at which the ah110i mobility is suf® ciently large
to accommodate ah111i decomposition. This reasoning implies that the
critical resolved shear stress for ah110i dislocations is strongly temperature
dependent. A model for such a dependence has been proposed recently
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(Mills et al. 1998), and a more detailed account of ah110i behaviour in Ni±
44 at.% Al will be presented elsewhere.

Even though the metastable state does not provide the solution to these three
unanswered questions, it is not possible to dispense with it. The resulting peculiar
structure predicted from assuming it conforms so well to the observed microstructure
that there is little doubt of its existence.
} 5. C ONCLUSIONS
We show in this paper that there exists a metastable arrangement of products in
the reaction ah111i ! ah110i ‡ ah001i in NiAl. Atomistic calculations show that the
metastable state can be formed spontaneously by a local shu‚ e or climb decomposition. Once formed, the `piggyback ’ con® guration can glide as a unit, with a restoring
force helping to keep it intact. However, if the product lines become separated
locally beyond a critical distance, the result is a decomposition loop. Small dislocaÊ ) collapse, large loops (greater than 3000 A
Ê ) evolve into
tion loops (less than 100 A
dislocation dipoles, and medium loops can fail to evolve further. These results are
consistent with detailed observations of the microstructure.
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